CAM COVER HOLDING TOOL
Use on Big Twin 1973 to 1999 Single Cam

2. Place cam cover on bench, gasket surface down.
3. Set tool #1041-TC with the raised clamping bar face up towards you, and cam cover positioned as it would be on the bike. Lube and screw in the two hold down screws #1041-TC-3, do not tighten down yet.
4. The bottom left hand hole in the tool should be over the top of the bottom middle cam cover screw hole.
5. Install riser, #1041-TC-2, between the cam cover and tool, lube and install screw #1096 through tool into riser. Use one of the short cam cover mounting screws to hold the cam cover to the riser. Tighten all screws snug. (Do not over tighten)

CAUTION: Disconnect negative cable to battery.

CAUTION: Wear safety glasses. Excessive force may damage parts! See JIMS® catalog for over 100 other top quality professional tools. The last tools you will ever need to buy.
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